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Abst ract  
An increasing sequence of positive integers {nl,n2 ....  } is called a sum-free sequence if every 
term is never a sum of distinct smaller terms. We prove that there exist sum-free sequences 
{nk} with polynomial growth and such that l imk~ nk+l/nk = 1. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
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This paper arises from a discussion between the first and the second author and from 
a letter of  the second author to the third one [3], containing some of  his favourite 
problems on additive number theory. Here we deal with one of these problems. We 
begin with a definition. 
Definition 1. An increasing sequence of positive integers {nl,n2 . . . .  } is called a sum- 
free sequence if no term is a sum of distinct smaller terms. 
This definition first appeared in [2] where certain related results are proved and 
several problems are raised. 
The second named author proved that for any sum-free sequence {nk} one has 
'T-~ 1 
- -  <103 
/= l nj 
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and since the sequence of powers of 2 is a sum-free sequence for which the sum of 
reciprocals is 2, it is natural to define 
R = sup --  . 
{nk} sum-free j= l  n j  
Hence 2 ~<R ~< 103. Levine and O'Sullivan [6] improved on this estimate in 1977 
establishing 2.035<R<4. In 1987, Abbott [1] further improved on the lower bound 
getting 2.064 <R. 
In another paper Levine [5], settling a conjecture of the second named author, proved 
that if {nk} is a sum-free sequence with n~ >x then 
1 
j .~ l~ < log 2 + ¢(x), 
.= 
where l imx~ ¢(x) = 0. 
In this paper, we are interested in the counting function and the gap properties of 
infinite sum-free sequences. We denote by A the counting function of the considered 
set and begin by recalling two results which only appeared in [2] in Hungarian, namely 
Theorem 1. I f  {nk} is a sum-free sequence then it has zero asymptotic density. 
Theorem 2. Let ~>(x/~-  1)/2_~0.618. Let {nk} be a sum-free sequence. Then 
lim inf A(x) = O. 
x----* oo X ~ 
We further give an explicit block construction of an infinite sum-flee sequence with 
no gap, namely 
Theorem 3. There exists an explicitly defined sum-free sequence {nk} such that 
nk+l/nk tends to 1. 
The sum-free sequence we construct in Theorem 3 is very thin: it satisfies log nk >> 
(logk) 2. We show that there exists a sum-flee sequence with polynomial growth 
(nk "~ k 3+~) and we, furthermore, notice that such a sequence satisfies nk+l/nk ~ 1. 
Theorem 4. For every positive 6, there exists a sum-free sequence {nk} such that 
nk ~ k 3+~. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that there exists h > 0 such that for sufficiently large n, 
#{nk Ink < n} > hn. Let r - -  [l/h] + 1, and b = n l + n2 + ""  + nr. Let e > 0. There exists 
a sufficiently large m such that the interval [nr+l,m- b] contains at least (h -  e)m 
integers belonging to {nk}. For every integer l, with 0 ~< l ~<r define s0=0, and 
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st =nl -k-n2-[ - . . .  q-nl. Further, define Rt as follows: 
Rt = {st + n/[l + l <~ j <~ r + (h - s)rn}. 
Each R: contains at least [ (h -  s)m] distinct positive integers. Further maxRt ~< m. 
Notice that if I # F then R: N Re = 0. Indeed if st + n /= st, + n/', with l < F, then 
n /= (st, - st) + n j,, i.e. nj is a sum of distinct smaller terms of {nk }. Hence, the 
interval [1, m] contains at least (r + 1) [ (h -  s)m] distinct positive integers. But if s is 
sufficiently small 
(r + 1)[(h - s)m] >m. 
Therefore {n~.} has zero asymptotic density. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. It suffices to prove that for every 7>(x /5 -  1)/2, there exist 
infinitely many n such that A(n)<n ~ and we may restrict ourselves to the case when 
~<1.  
Suppose that A(n)>n ~ for sufficiently large n. Let m be such an n. Then the in- 
terval [1,m] contains at least rn a integers belonging to {nk}. Let r= [m 1-~] + 1. If  
m is sufficiently large, r=A(nr)>n~,  i.e. nr<r  l'~. Let b=nl  + n2 + . ' .  + n~. Since 
r- - -O(m 1 -~) ,  we have that n~ = O(m (I/~)-l) and b = O(m( l /x ) -~) .  Since a > (v '~-  1)/2 
we have b = o(m). Let e > 0. If  m is sufficiently large, the interval [nr+l, m-  b] contains 
at least (m - b) ~ - r integers belonging to {nk}. Since (m - b) ~ - r - m ~ = o(rn~), for 
sufficiently large m we have (m - b) ~ - r > (1 - s)m ~, namely the interval [n~+l, m - b] 
contains at least (1 -e )m ~ integers belonging to {n~}. As in the preceding theorem, 
let Rt be defined as follows: 
Rt= {st + nj[ l + l <. j ~< r +(1 -  c)m~}. 
Each R: contains at least [(1 - s )m ~] distinct positive integers. Further maxRt -G< m 
and for l # I', Rt N Re = 0. 
Hence, the interval [1, m] contains at least ( r+ 1 )[( 1 -e )m ~] distinct positive integers. 
On the other hand, if ~ is sufficiently small 
( r+  1)[(1 - ¢)m~] >m. [] 
d (h) Proof of Theorem 3. For every positive integer h, define AIlh)= 10 h-l ,  ,.~0h+2_1 
10 2h+3, and choose A (h) <A (h) _AIh) 2 < " '  <.nl0h+2 j, such that for sufficiently large h, 
A(h) 
AI h)i+l ~ 10 2(h+4)/(lOh+2-2) for every i with 1 ~< i ~< 10 h+2 -- 2. 
This can be made, for example, by reeursively defining 
A(I h) =_ i0 h-~, 
A!h) =_ max~fA(h) t t i-1 q- 1, [loh-I.loi(h+4)/(lO"+2-1)]} for  i>  1. 
52 
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(h) hth+5).'2 , 10h+2 Sh = {A i .10 ' + 10 (h-l)(h+4)/2 i=  1,2 . . . . .  - 1} 
= {SI,h,S2, h. . . . .  Sl0h+2- l,h } 
with Sl,h <s2,h < • • • <S~0h+2-~,h. Let 
oo 
s -  Ush = { , , , ,2 , . . .}  
h=l 
with nl <n2 <." .  Note that maxSh < minSh+l. In fact, 
maxSh =Sloh+2_l.h = 10 (h2+9h+6)/2 -~-10 (h-1) (h+4) '2  
and 
ra in  Sh+ 1 =Si ,h+ 1 = 10 (h2+gh+6)/2 + 10 h(h+5)/2. 
Hence, for every k we have that nk+l/n~ is of the form Si+l,h/Si, h for suitable i and h 
or of the form Sl,h+~/Stoh+2_l,h. In the first case, one easily gets for sufficiently large h 
A(h) Si+l,_.__~h < i+1 102(h+4)(loh+2--2). 
Si, h ~ < 
In the latter case, one has 
lo(hZ+9h+6)/2 -~_ 10h(h+5)/2 
lO(h2+9h+6)/2 _~10(h- 1 )(h+4)/2 " 
Sl,h+l 
Sl0h+2-- l,h 
This proves that 
lim nk+___~l = 1. 
k---+ v~ n k 
Let us show that S is sum-free. Suppose that n E S. For a suitable h, we have that 
n E Sh. Suppose that n = ~ ic J  ni with ni c S, and let I = rain{j, ~i E L ni E Sj}. We have 
n _= #{rti, ni E St}. 10 d -  1)(/+4)/2 mod 10 ld+5)'z 
Since 
#{ni, ni ESI} <~ 10 l+2 - 1, 
one has that 
n ~ 0mod 10 l(l+5)/2. 
But n ~ Sh, hence for every j < h 
n ~ 0 rood 10 jr)+5)/2 
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and 
n ~ 10 (h-1)(h+4)/'2 mod 10 h~h+5)/2. 
Therefore, l =h  and #{ni, ni E SI} = 1, i.e., n is not a sum of distinct smaller terms 
ni ES. [] 
Let A(x) be the counting function of {nk}. Assuming max Sh <x ~< max Sh+l we 
have A(x)<2.10 h+3 and 10 (h2+9h+6)/2 <X. Since (h + 3) ~< (h 2 4- 9h + 6) 1/2 one easily 
gets 
A(x) << exp{c(log x)l/2}. 
Proof  of Theorem 4. Let ~ be a quadratic irrational (or an irrational number with 
bounded partial quotients). Let 6>0 and e= ,5/3. Let H be a fixed positive constant 
larger than ~(1 + e), where ~ denotes the Riemann zeta function. Let k be a positive 
integer. By the Erd6s-Turfin inequality, we know (cf. [4], Example 3.2, p. 124) 
# nE[M+I ,M+N]  g (k+l ) l+  <{en}< 
~>(1 +e)N 
Hk2+------- 7 C log 2 N, 
where {u} denotes the fractional part of the real number u. Thus, there exists No not 
depending on M such that if N ~> max{No, k2+2e} there exists n in [M + 1,M + N] 
such that 1/H(k + 1) 1+c <{an}< 1/Hk l+c. This allows us to construct by induction a 
sequence n l < n2 < • • • such that n l >~ No and that for every k 
1 1 
H(k + 1) 1+~ <{~nk} < Hkl+ ~ 
and for every sufficiently large k 
nk I + (3 + 6)k 2+~ <nk <<. nt-1 + (3 + 6)k 2+'~ + k 2+2:. (1) 
Relation (1) implies that 
k 
nk =n l  + O(k 3+2e) + (3 + 6)Z(2+~ ,--~k 3+6. (2) 
/=1 
We now prove that {nk} is a sum-free sequence. In fact, if we assume that {nk} is 
not a sum-free sequence, we have for a suitable subscript k 
nk = hi, + " " " ~- ni, with k > i l  > • • • > i~ 
which implies 7nk = o~ni, + . . .  + o~ni~. On the other hand {ctnk} < 1/Hk l+: and for each 
j=  1 . . . . .  s we have {~nij} > 1/Hk l+~, hence 
1~-~ 1 
1 <{o~ni,}+...+{om,,} < ~ E-7-~-c <1,  
Hkl+e /:1 
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whence 
1 1 
Hkl+~ < {otnil + . . .  + o~ni~} = {~nk} < Hkl+ ~ , 
a contradiction which proves the result. [] 
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